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Abstract 
The Sigma Alpha Iota Beta A & B Province Day is an annual event for members of Sigma Alpha 
Iota, an international music fraternity made up of women. Province Day is more than just an 
event; it's a reunion, celebration, and opportunity for women across the state to unite and share 
their love of music. This academic year Province Day was scheduled to be held at Ball State 
University and I was lucky enough to plan, market, and prepare for the event. Throughout the 
planning process these past eight months I realized I wanted this year's Province Day attendees 
to leave the event feeling powerful as musicians, as professionals, and most importantly, as 
women. Despite the fact that the event was unable to occur due to COVID-19, I was still able to 
interact with, work with, and meet many strong and powerful women along the way. Things 
rarely ever go the exact way we plan for, in event planning and life, but I have learned that it is 
more about the people you impact and learn from along the way. 
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Process Analysis Statement 
To say that the results of my thesis were unexpected is an understatement. COVID-19 
threw me a loop unlike one I was ever expecting. One week away from the intended date of the 
2020 Sigma Alpha Iota Beta A & B Province Day Ball State University announced the 
cancellation of all events due to the coronavirus. Despite the disappointment of myself, my 
chapter, and the attendees after over eight months of planning and marketing for this event, I 
quickly realized that things do not always go as planned – and that's OK. 
From the moment I knew the Ball State University chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota was 
hosting the annual 2020 Sigma Alpha Iota Beta A & B Province Day I knew I wanted it to be 
different from other Province Days. Returning from an event with a t-shirt and gift bag is great 
but leaving an event with a new mindset is far more valuable. Therefore, I decided to choose a 
theme for the event as well as its activities, speakers, performers, and marketing that 
encompassed the way I wanted attendees to feel upon leaving the event: "Empowered." With the 
rise of social movements focusing on women empowerment, such as #MeToo, in our society 
today I felt that it was important to bring together and empower the women in attendance 
through this event. Furthermore, women in music tend to be outliers. Rarely do you see 
prominent female high school band directors, college band directors, or female brass players in a 
professional orchestra. Trying to pursue your passions in the music industry as a woman can be a 
struggle. Every choice I made in preparation for the event was carefully cultivated and analyzed 
in order to best reach and represent the every day, strong, and powerful women that would be in 
attendance. 
To announce the event and invite Sigma Alpha Iota Beta A & B Province members I 
started by compiling a list of 120 invitees, all of which were either collegiate chapter members, 
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alumnae chapter members, or Iota Chi (Ball State University's chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota) 
Distinguished Members. These people were all sent a save the date postcard that I designed, 
printed, addressed, and mailed out in mid-November. From there, I tackled creating and 
designing the registration information packets which were sent out mid-January to the same 
group of people. Throughout the whole process, I was communicating with attendees via a Beta 
A & B Province Day specific email address in order to avoid confusion and provide a "hotline" 
like communication system in case someone needed to get in contact with me immediately. This 
proved to be very beneficial as all of the communications and preparation steps were labeled and 
organized in one email account. 
Throughout the planning process, I was lucky enough to have a Province Day committee 
made up of Iota Chi members. This committee met once a month for about an hour since May of 
2019 and was my internal support system. I was also able to delegate lower priority tasks, like 
making decorations, to committee members which were very helpful. The women that made up 
this committee were there with me from day one and helped me make some of the biggest 
decisions regarding the event like the theme, registration fee amount, the promotional items, and 
more. These monthly meetings allowed for me to stay accountable to my team and my 
responsibilities. I am thankful for my committee and the way they constantly pushed me to 
achieve my goals for this event. 
Two of the most important facets for almost any event is the venue and the food. Luckily, 
I was able to work with Ball State University to provide both of these things at a reasonable cost. 
I met with administrative employees at the Ball State University L.A. Pittenger Student Center at 
the beginning of August and secured the beautiful, spacious Student Center Ballroom for the 
event. Additionally, I reserved a smaller room in the Student Center for two of the four workshop 
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presentations. In the fall I also met with the head chef of University Catering to determine a 
breakfast and lunch catering menu that fit both the budget and dietary restrictions of attendees. 
Once the reservations for the venue and catering were solidified, I signed contracts with both the 
Student Center and University Catering. 
Ever since I decided on the theme of "Empowered" I knew that picking the appropriate 
speakers and performers was vital to what attendees would get out of the event. Therefore, I 
decided to contact mostly female speakers and performers because I believed they would best 
understand and communicate the theme of women empowerment. Dr. Caroline Hand, Assistant 
Professor of Music Performance and Associate Director of Bands was my first choice for the 
keynote speaker of the event. Not only was Dr. Hand a member of a collegiate chapter of Sigma 
Alpha Iota and an active member of the Muncie Alumnae chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota, but she is 
Ball State University's first female director of the Pride of Mid-America Marching Band. Thanks 
to Dr. Hand, Ball State University is among only 5 percent of colleges in the nation to have a 
female band director according to Elizabeth S. Gould's study, Cultural Contexts of Exclusion: 
Women College Band Directors (1). Dr. Hand is the embodiment of a strong, empowered woman 
in the music industry so I knew she would be the perfect person to address attendees as the 
keynote speaker.  
Now that I had confirmed the keynote speaker, it was time for me to determine whom the 
four workshop presenters were going to be. I wanted the workshop presentations to be 
applicable, relatable, and thought-provoking to all attendees, not just those majoring in music 
performance. That being said, I was able to confirm four speakers that were extremely 
knowledgeable about four very different topics: Dr. Galit Gertsenzon, Ball State University 
Adjunct Professor and pianist (presentation title: Music of the Holocaust); Amy Hourigan, Co-
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Founder of Prism Project (presentation title: "Prism Project"); Dr. Don Ester, Ball State 
University Professor of Music Education (presentation title: "Matriarchs of Music: Honoring the 
Historical Contributions of Women"); and Carol Bradshaw, Customer Relations and Marketing 
at the Muncie Symphony Orchestra and Caroline Heston, Ball State University Department of 
Anthropology Administrative Coordinator and Archaeological Assistant (Presentation title: 
"Outside the Music Box"). All of these presenters, and their topics, represent the various facets 
of the music industry that I wanted to individually highlight during the event. An extremely 
talented pianist and avid music of the Holocaust researcher, Dr. Gertsenzon and her presentation 
would have represented the performance side of music. Amy Hourigan is co-founder of Prism 
Project, an educational music program that offers provides performing arts opportunities to 
children with special needs. Her presentation would have highlighted an important facet of the 
music industry that is often overlooked: programming for children with disabilities. Dr. Ester is 
an Iota Chi Distinguished Member and constant supporter of women in music, and his 
presentation would have showcased the historical significance of music, more specifically 
women in music. Carol Bradshaw and Caroline Heston bring a unique presentation to the event 
due to the fact that neither of them has ever been a musician. However, Carol works in music 
marketing and Caroline has an interest in music, so their presentation would have showcased 
music business and marketing. 
Since Sigma Alpha Iota is a music fraternity it was really important to me that I feature 
live music whenever possible throughout the event, especially live music performed by Ball 
State University students. I was able to create a partnership with the Muncie Symphony 
Orchestra and they provided their Music on the Move woodwind quintet as well as an instrument 
petting zoo for the event. The woodwind quintet, made up of Ball State University student 
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instrumentalists, was going to play from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m. as attendees arrive, check-in, and eat 
breakfast. After the first round of workshop presentations, the instrument petting zoo would have 
been open for all attendees to try a large variety of woodwind, brass, string, and percussion 
instruments. I also arranged for a live performance from Ball State University's chapter of Kappa 
Kappa Psi, a national honorary band fraternity, right before lunch. The fact that our chapter was 
able to come together and collaborate with another campus music fraternity was very special and 
something I wish could have been witnessed. 
From the beginning of the planning process, I knew I wanted to do meaningful activities 
with the attendees that would bring us all together. The first of these activities would be the 
icebreaker at the beginning of the event. I dislike awkward and pointless icebreakers so instead, I 
chose to focus this activity on the theme of empowerment and in the hopes that attendees would 
gain something from it. Following the instruction of one of my committee members, attendees 
were going to pair off with someone they had never met before and introduce themselves. From 
there, they would each write down three things that make them feel empowered as women on a 
sticky note. After both of the attendees wrote down their three responses, they would share their 
answers with each other and the meaning behind them. Once everyone had shared the things that 
empower them with their partner attendees would come together and put their sticky notes on a 
poster board. This activity would have signified a group of women coming together to support 
each other and it is something I wish could have happened. 
The other activity I was looking forward to having the attendees do together was to learn 
the sign language to the Sigma Alpha Iota Chorale. This piece of music is the first song Sigma 
Alpha Iota members learn and it is sung most often. Ball State University Special Education 
major Catherine Mast learned sign language as her native language and was going to teach 
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attendees the first chorus of the Chorale in sign language. Being able to take the time to learn a 
valuable skill (sign language) accompanied by a piece as meaningful as the Chorale was going to 
be a wonderful learning and bonding experience for all attendees.  
One of the largest obstacles I had to overcome throughout the planning and marketing 
process was the financial implications of an event. Our chapter is rather small, so we did not 
have a large amount of money saved up to guarantee that we breakeven from the event. 
Therefore, I decided to take matters into my own hands and began to create a budget, manage 
expenses, and coordinate fundraisers. After adding up the costs of catering, promotional items, 
decorations, etc. I was able to determine the overall approximate cost for putting on the event: 
$2,730.46. Even though I did most of the purchasing myself and was able to keep close tabs on 
all expenses, there were a few members of my chapter that purchased miscellaneous items like 
decoration supplies. Because I had already developed a detailed budget, I was able to give those 
members a specific spending limit. In order for our chapter to make money and avoid financially 
drowning due to this event, I decided to organize four dine to donate fundraisers in conjunction 
with Muncie restaurants. In total, our chapter raised $569.10 through our fundraising efforts. The 
combination of maintaining a tight budget and fiercely fundraising allowed for our chapter to be 
financially prepared to host this event.  
For an event to be cohesive and recognizable by attendees, consistent branding is key. I 
wanted the visual aspects of the branding to reflect the theme of women empowerment and 
Sigma Alpha Iota. A study conducted by the University of Loyola, Maryland reported that "color 
increases brand recognition by up to 80 percent" (Rafalson). Knowing the importance of color 
alone, I chose a deep, strong, and bold maroon that stands out on white backgrounds for the 
primary branding color. I also implemented the Sigma Alpha Iota flower, the rose, in the word 
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“Empowered” in place of the “o.” As for 
typefaces, I decided on a sans serif 
primary font for a modern and clean look. 
Because this event is for people in the creative and performing arts, I thought it would be 
important to include a secondary typeface that had more personality. The secondary typeface is a 
bold and textured script font that should be used as an accent to create visual diversity. The 
branding guidelines were implemented in all marketing and promotional items related to the 
event. The logo and colors were used on print pieces such as the t-shirt, mug, tote bag, save the 
date, and registration information packet design as well as on digital pieces such as social media 
graphics, social media headers, and a Facebook profile frame. 
 On March 11, 2020, Ball State University made a huge announcement concerning 
COVID-19 that caused all of the planning progress to come to a screeching halt. In a letter 
emailed out to all students, the university decided that in-person classes and all events were to be 
canceled due to the rapidly growing coronavirus. Ever since the end of February when whispers 
and rumors about the illness started, I had the thought of a possible cancellation in the back of 
my mind. However, like many others, I underestimated the way COVID-19 would take over the 
world. My worst fears came true – the event was canceled. There would be no Province Day. I 
felt that my hours of hard work had evaporated into nothing. I was disappointed, upset, 
frustrated, and scared for the future. After the shock of the cancellation subsided, I realized it 
was time to get back to work. 
One of the first tasks I tackled in response to the cancellation of the event was a personal 
email sent to all 89 registered attendees detailing the manner of the situation and the actions that 
would be taken in response:  
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decided to let my chapter keep their fees and almost everyone else asked me to void their check, 
so I only had to send a refund check in the mail to about 10% of the attendees. 
Despite the complications and problems that came with COVID-19 and were far out of 
my control, there were still some things I wish I would have done differently. I only offered a 
paper registration option for attendees. In retrospect, I wish I would have created a digital 
registration option in addition to the paper registration. The digital option could have collected 
payment via card/check and would have been more appealing to collegiate chapters that are 
comfortable with technology. I also wish I had communicated a more concrete timeline with the 
workshop presenters. I should have set deadlines throughout the weeks leading up to the event in 
which they would have shared their presentation progress, PowerPoint, and extra materials. 
Having this information would have allowed me to ensure that they were prepared for the event 
and ease my nerves, too. 
Throughout this crazy, unprecedented, complicated, and rewarding process I learned so 
much about the event industry, marketing, and life itself. I had the challenge of planning an event 
from scratch with no prior examples or guidelines to follow. Because I collected my research, 
preparation methodology, and data into an event binder, the next host of Province Day will now 
have a guide to planning Province Day despite how familiar or unfamiliar they may be with the 
event industry. Even though the event did not happen, I am proud to have set a precedent and 
standard that the next hosts can refer and adhere to. The fact that I was also able to utilize my 
creative skills to design a meaningful, powerful brand was such a challenging and rewarding 
experience. Being a perfectionist especially when it comes to design, I was able to push myself 
to the limit in order to prepare marketing materials that would best represent the theme of 
empowerment. 
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These achievements and feelings of pride for the physical results of my thesis are 
wonderful, although, I feel like there is more that I learned that cannot be put into an event 
binder. Things do not always go as planned in the event industry and life itself. There are always 
going to be aspects that are out of your control, whether it be unexpected weather or a pandemic. 
The most important thing that I have learned throughout the entirety of this process is that it is 
OK if things go wrong. Don't get me wrong, I was incredibly disappointed about the cancellation 
of an event that was much anticipated by so many. However, I soon realized it was now out of 
my control and I was able to reflect on all of the incredible growth and positives that resulted 
from this process. I was able to interact and make impactful relationships with empowered 
people, like the workshop presenters, performers, and Sigma Alpha Iota members that I may not 
have ever come into contact with otherwise. At the end of the day, I have discovered that the 
event planning industry, and life itself, is more about the relationships you build, the skills you 
nurture, the things you learn, and the things you take with you to other experiences. I have truly 
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The 2020 Sigma Alpha Iota Beta A & B Province Day is an annual, exclusive event hosted this 
year at Ball State University for all members and distinguished members of Sigma Alpha 
Iota, specifically those located in the Beta A & B Province. The event’s theme, ​“Empowered,” 
will focus on highlighting women in the music industry and encourage women 
empowerment amongst fraternity members. Guests will experience a full day of activities in 
the Ball State University L.A. Pittenger Student Center: a keynote  speaker presentation, 
musical performances, catered breakfast and lunch, educational presentations on a variety 
of music-industry related topics, ​interactive activities​ and ritual ceremonies. 
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Founded in 1903, Sigma Alpha Iota (SAI) International Music Fraternity ​is an organization 
which promotes interaction among those who share a commitment to music. The Mission of 
SAI is to encourage, nurture and support the art of music. Members of SAI identify as female 
and are active in all areas of campus music and campus life, working closely with faculty, 
administration, campus and community groups, music professionals and patrons. In 
addition to personal encouragement and support, members may receive scholarships, loans 
and awards in many areas and at all levels of music-related study. SAI has long been 
recognized as a leader in the field of music and provides a lifetime of fraternity contact. 
Members are proud of their strong heritage, supporting the art of music. 
Province Day is an annual event held across all 64 provinces, also known as regions, that 
Sigma Alpha Iota chapters are located. This event brings current members, alumnae 
members, members-in-training and distinguished members together for an all-day 
celebration of music and sisterhood. 
            
 
● Plethora of venue and catering options on Ball State University’s campus
● Financial support from the Muncie Alumnae Chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota
● Previous fundraisers have been put in place to raise money for the event
● Popular event as it happens once a year and is seen as a reunion for members
● Lots of parking availability on campus
● Iota Chi members are familiar with the venue
● Active on social media
● Previous information about the event has been sent out in a timely manner
● University Catering provides tablecloths and cutlery at no extra cost
 
● Tight budget
● No event plan or guidelines from previous Beta A & B Province Day hosts
● Small chapter makes delegation of tasks a challenge
● Muncie Alumnae Chapter can be slow at responding to emails and making decisions
since they only meet once a month
● Not able to participate in crowdfunding campaigns due to Sigma Alpha Iota National
Executive Board rules
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● A large variety of demographics and psychographics could attend the event, so
deciding on activities and presenters that please everyone will be a challenge
● Registration fees are a little higher than normal due to the use of University Catering,
so higher prices may deter potential guests from attending
 
● Muncie has a large arts and entertainment community, so there are opportunities for
local partnerships and/or sponsorships
● With the event being on campus, there is a possibility of utilizing campus buildings
and/or students/student organizations
● With the amount of people invited there is opportunity to build numerous meaningful
relationships as a chapter
 
● The event will take place in late March, so harsh winter weather is a serious
possibility
● The Student Center is an open venue, so there is a possibility that passerbys could
interfere with the event
             
 
  
The strategic purpose of the 2020 Province Day is to bring together members of Sigma 
Alpha Iota from all across Indiana. Being able to come together in a supportive and uplifting, 
attendees should leave the event feeling inspired and empowered as members, musicians 
and women.  
 
The 2020 Sigma Alpha Iota Beta A & B Province Day: “Empowered” is an opportunity for 
members of all ages and professions to come together and experience an event centered 
around empowerment. The event will begin in the morning with a live instrumental 
performance during check-in and breakfast, where guests will be able to mingle and meet 
each other before the opening ceremony. After the opening ceremony, there will be an 
interactive ice breaker activity focusing on empowerment followed by a group photo. Next, a 
variety of musical pieces will be performed as part of the “Musicale.” Once the performances 
have concluded, attendees will have a short break before moving to the first round of 
workshop presentations. After the conclusion of the presentations, Ball State University’s 
chapter of Kappa Kappa Psi will perform two pieces before lunch is served. Around 45 
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minutes into lunch, a transition to Phlea Phlam will begin. At the conclusion of Phlea Phlam, 
attendees will learn the sign language to the Sigma Alpha Iota Chorale followed by another 
quick break. After the break, the second round of workshop presentations will begin. Upon 
the conclusion of these presentations, attendees will move to Roundtables with the Beta A & 
B Province Officers. The event will end with an open sing, the distribution of the paper 
surveys and the closing ceremony.  
 
             
 ​ - ​Check-In Table opens, live instrumental ensemble begins playing, breakfast is served | 
Location: Ballroom 
 ​ - ​Opening ceremony, introductions of chapters & officers | Location: Ballroom 
 ​ - ​Dr. Caroline Hand, Keynote Speaker, gives opening presentation | Location: Ballroom  
  ​- ​Icebreaker and group photo | Location: Ballroom 
 ​ - ​Musicale performances | Location: Ballroom 
BREAK 
  ​- ​Workshop Presentations #1 
   Jennifer Johnson & Carol Bradshaw, Muncie Symphony Orchestra | Location: Ballroom 
          Dr. Don Ester, Ball State University School of Music Professor | Location: SC303 
 ​ - ​Transition to lunch | Location: Ballroom 
 ​ - ​Ball State University’s chapter of Kappa Kappa Psi performs chapter hymn and additional 
instrumental piece | Location: Ballroom 
 ​ - ​Lunch is served | Location: Ballroom 
  ​- ​Phlea Phlam begins, lunch continues | Location: Ballroom & Ballroom Lobby 
  ​- ​Learn the sign language to the Sigma Alpha Iota Chorale | Location: Ballroom 
BREAK 
  ​- ​Workshop Presentations #2 
   Dr. Galit Gertsenzon, Ball State University Honors College Faculty | Location: Ballroom 
         Mrs. Amy Hourigan, Founder of Prism Project | Location: SC303 
 ​ - ​Roundtables with Beta A & B Province Officers | Collegiate Location: Ballroom, Alumnae 
Location: SC303 
 ​ - ​Sing | Location: Ballroom 
 ​ - ​Pass out surveys, closing ceremony | Location: Ballroom 
   
● Set-up
○ Ball State University’s Iota Chi chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota will start setting up
for Province Day at 7:00 a.m. on the day of the event. Set up will include
preparing the check-in table, decorating the Ballroom, setting up tables in the
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lobby, preparing the SC303 presentation room and assisting University 
Catering. 
● Parking
○ Attendees will be directed in advance to park in the Student Center Parking
Garage lot.
● Arrival
○ Upon arrival, attendees will be greeted by inside the side door of the Student
Center by an Iota Chi member. They will then be directed to the check-in table
and Ballroom.
● Signage
○ On outside doors of Student Center directing to check-in table.
○ On stairs to SC303
○ On SC 303 door
● Ballroom
○ Need piano for presentations, musicale and singing portions of the event
○ Need projector and HDMI cord for presentations
○ Need extra table for check-in
○ Need extra tables for Phlea Phlam
● SC303
○ Need projector and HDMI cord for presentations
○ Need piano for presentations
● Transfer of Members-in-Training (MITs) and guests in and out of Ballroom during
ritual ceremonies
○ Because MITs and guests who are non-members of SAI are not allowed to be
a part of ritual ceremonies, Iota Chi’s Sergeant-at-Arms will monitor and
assist the filtering of these people during the ceremonies.
● Table Service Style
○ Buffet Service, where guests serve themselves from a large selection of food

















Saturday, March 28th | 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. | L.A. Pittenger Student Center
Dear Beta A & B Province Sisters,
On behalf of the Iota Chi Chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota, I am pleased to officially invite you to the 2020 Beta A 
& B Province Day on March 28th from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. hosted on Ball State University’s campus! Within this 
packet you will find registration information; deadline and payment information; Musicale, Phlea Phlam and 
Roundtable topic sign ups; a draft of the itinerary; and navigation and lodging information. Please keep in mind 
that this event requires badge attire (business casual/professional) to be worn all day.
The official address for the Ball State University L.A. Pittenger Student Center is:
2000 W University Ave
Muncie, IN 47306
The official address for the Ball State University L.A. Pittenger Student Center Parking Garage is:
312 N College Ave
Muncie, IN 47303
There is more detailed information regarding directions and parking on page 7 of this packet.
This year’s Beta A & B Province Day theme is “Empowered.” We have carefully selected and crafted the itinerary 
for Province Day in the hopes of allowing attendees to leave the event feeling empowered as musicians, sisters, 
students, working professionals and women.
If you find that you have any questions or concerns regarding the 2020 Beta A & B Province Day, please reach 
out to Morgan Dean (Iota Chi Province Day Committee Chair and Editor) at 
beta.ab.provinceday@gmail.com. 
We look forward to seeing you at the 2020 Beta A & B Province Day!
"There is no limit to what we, as women, can accomplish." - Michelle Obama
Sincerely,






PLEASE RSVP BY SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 23. Upon receiving your registration information and payment, 
you will receive a confirmation email from Iota Chi Province Day Committee Chair, Morgan Dean.
Please reach out to Morgan Dean at beta.ab.provinceday@gmail.com.
DEADLINE:
QUESTIONS?
Please complete and return this form with a check made payable to "Sigma Alpha Iota - Iota Chi." 
Please mail completed forms with payment to:
Morgan Dean
Regular: $30 
Includes university catered breakfast and lunch, a 2020 
Province Day tote bag, wide variety of professional 
workshop presentations, thank you gift and more.
Premium: $35
Includes everything from the regular registration AND a 
2020 Province Day t-shirt.
Name
*PLEASE SEE THE BACK OF THIS PAGE FOR ADDITIONAL NAMES
Email Regular or Premium 
Registration
REGISTRATION FORM
ANY DIETARY RESTRICTIONS OR ALLERGIES?
31
Members Attending Continued:






EACH CHAPTER WILL RECEIVE ONE STANDARD 6 FT TABLE FOR PHLEA PHLAM
PLEASE RETURN BOTH OF THESE COMPLETED FORMS WITH THE REGISTRATION FORM.
ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION TOPICS
WHAT TOPICS WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE DISCUSSED DURING ROUNDTABLES?
CHAPTER:




































8:00 a.m. - Check-in table opens and breakfast buffet is put out | Location: Ballroom
          Breakfast Menu: breakfast breads, a variety of fresh fruit, Starbucks coffee, orange juice and water.
9:00 a.m. - Opening ceremony, introductions and announcements | Location: Ballroom
9:15 a.m. - Keynote Presentation by Dr. Caroline Hand | Location: Ballroom 
9:30 a.m. - Icebreaker Activity | Location: Ballroom
9:45 a.m. - Musicale | Location: Ballroom
10:30 a.m. - Workshop Presentations Round 1* | Location: Ballroom and SC303
Mrs. Amy Hourigan, Presenting on Prism Project
Carol Bradshaw and Jennifer Johnson, Presenting on the Muncie Symphony Orchestra
11:30 a.m. - Transition to lunch | Location: Ballroom
11:45 a.m. - Ball State University’s chapter of Kappa Kappa Psi performs | Location: Ballroom
12:00 p.m. - Lunch is served | Location: Ballroom
Lunch Menu: deli meats and cheeses with sliced breads, toppers, and condiments; home-style soup with 
crackers; garden salad with toppers and dressing; assorted cookies; and iced tea, lemonade and water.
12:45 p.m. - Phlea Phlam begins, lunch continues | Location: Ballroom & Ballroom Lobby
1:15 p.m. - Learn sign language to the Sigma Alpha Iota Chorale | Location: Ballroom
1:45 p.m. - Workshop Presentations Round 2* | Location: Ballroom and SC303
        Dr. Don Ester, Presenting on Women in Music
        Dr. Galit Gertsenzon, Presenting on Music of the Holocaust
2:45 p.m. - Roundtables with Beta A & B Province Officers | Collegiate Location: Ballroom; Alumnae 
         Location: SC303
3:15 p.m. - Open Sing | Location: Ballroom
3:30 p.m. - Closing ceremony | Location: Ballroom














1/9/2020 Gmail - Your Vistaprint Order Is Confirmed
1/2
4" x 6" postcards - standard glossy front
Qty: 250
 Base Price  $52.50 $44.62
Item Total $44.62 
Beta A & B Province Day 2020 2020 <beta.ab.provinceday@gmail.com>
Your Vistaprint Order Is Confirmed
1 message
Vistaprint Wed, Nov 13, 2019 at 11:16 PM
Reply-To: 
To: 
Your Vistaprint Order Confirmation
Add Vistaprint to your address book
 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ORDER Your Order Number:  • Track It
 
Hi beta.ab.provinceday,
Here are your order details:
 
Order Date: 11/13/2019 
Delivery Option (*): Standard 
You can expect to receive items in your order by:
4" x 6" postcard - standard glossy front November 22
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Site Inspection and Reflection – 1/31 
 
Student Center Ballroom 
 
The Student Center Ballroom is going to be a great space for Province Day. It has more than 
enough space for all of the tables, chairs, and catering accommodations needed for the event. All 
of the technology and furniture will be provided and set up by the Student Center employees 
which will make the morning of the event far less stressful than what I was expecting. The 
employees are also going to set up a custom stage for all performers and speakers to use during 
the event. A piano will be provided, but only in the ballroom.   
Pros: 
• Stage provided and assembled by Student Center employees 
• Tables provided by Student Center employees 
• Microphones provided and set up by Student Center employees 
• Podiums and lecterns provided by Student Center employees 
• Projector and screen provided by Student Center employees 
• Two entrances/exits 
• Close to a staircase 
• Sitting area directly outside 
Cons: 
• Down the hall from a bathroom 
• Down the hall from an elevator 
• Confusing to find if attendees don’t go in the correct side door 
Things to keep in mind: 
• Have signs at all entrances directing attendees to the bathroom 
• Create labels for each chapter’s Phlea Phlam table 
• Check the pitch of the piano before the event starts 
• Schedule sessions that need the piano for the ballroom 
 
 
The stage will be at the front of the ballroom with tables and chairs facing it in a crescent style. Phlea Phlam tables 





University Catering will set up in the back of the ballroom. 
 
 
Seating area/lobby outside Student Center Ballroom 
 
The seating area outside of the ballroom won’t be used often on the day of the event, but it will 
be really useful in a few specific circumstances. There are ritual ceremonies at the beginning and 
end of the event that non-members are not allowed to take part in. Therefore, we will move the 
non-members into the waiting area during these times. Additionally, the waiting area will be 
available for attendees to use during breaks between sessions. Lastly, we will have the check-in 
table in the lobby right by the main entrance. The Student Center employees will set up our table 
and chairs.  
Pros: 
• Tables provided by Student Center employees 
• Spacious area for attendees to take a break and mingle with each other 
• Comfortable seating 
• Close proximity to the ballroom 
• Close to a staircase 
Cons: 
• Open to the public 
• Lobby area and check-in table could quickly get clogged if all attendees arrive at the 
same time 
• All attendees are not able to fit in the sitting area at the same time 
Things to keep in mind: 
• Have a welcome sign by the check-in table 
• Two tables are needed for check-in: one for the list of attendees and another for name 
tags and promotional items 
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The seating area. 
 
 
This is where the check-in table will be. 
 
 
Display poster holders  
 
The Student Center has hundreds of display poster holders that we can use for free. We will be 
putting posters inside of every entrance to direct attendees to the check-in table, in the hall by the 
ballroom directing attendees to the elevator and bathroom, and in front of the check-in table to 
welcome attendees. 
Pros: 
• Display poster holders provided by the Student Center 
• We can use as many as we need 
Cons: 
• Will have to print posters on thicker, more expensive paper 
• There are a lot of entrances which means a lot of posters 
Things to keep in mind: 
• We will have to get to the venue early to ensure that the posters get put in the holders and 













Report Printed on Aug 20 2019 at 11:30 A.M. Page 1 of 1
Event Reference:
Event Last Modified: Aug 20 2019 11:29 A.M.
Title: Sigma Alpha Iota
Current Event State: Confirmed
Requestor: Dean, Morgan Phone:
Email:
Scheduler: Scofield, Charles Phone:
Fax:SC 224




Organization: SIGMA ALPHA IOTA
Event Occurrences
Sat, Mar 28 2020
7:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. Head Count: Exp: 0, Reg: 0
Location Instructions
Ballroom Layout: Standard Layout
Meeting Room 303 Layout: Standard Layout
Resource - (Quantity) Instructions
SC - Piano - Portable - (1)
Student Center Policy and Procedure Summary
1. Reservation requests must be submitted at least 24 hours in advance and by 12 noon on Thursday for weekend events. Last minute reservations may
not be accepted.
2. Major changes will not be accepted without 24 hours notice or by 12 noon Friday for weekend events. Major changes in set-ups may result in additional
charges.
3. Cancellations must be received at least 48 hours before the event is scheduled to begin and no later than 12 noon Friday for the weekend events.
4. Refreshments and other food service needs must be provided by University Catering.
5. Decoration plans must be reviewed with the Assistant Director or Facilities Assignment Coordinator at the time of the reservation. Due to Indiana State
Fire Regulations, candles are not to be used as decorations in the Student Center.
6. The use of tape on walls, doors, or floors is strictly proh bited. Sign holders can be provided upon request.
It is the responsibility of the requestor to read and understand the policies and procedures set forth by the L.A. Pittenger Student Center. Failure to comply
with any of the policies and/or procedures may result loss of privileges and/or responsibility of assessed damage charges. Any questions can be directed
to the Assistant Director of Operations or the Facilities Assignment Coordinator by contacting 765-285-1926.




Student Center Room 249 
Muncie, IN47306 
PH#(765) 285-3500/FAX#(765) 285-8423 
Food Service Contract 
Sigma Alpha Iota 
Event Date:   Saturday, March 28, 2020 Cont #:   
ID Number:   
Printed on 1/23/2020 at 10:43:32 AM Page 1 
Est Count: 100 
Place: Student Center Ballroom 
Time: 8:00 am to 1:15 pm 
Bill To: Sigma Alpha Iota 
Account #: Direct Bill 




Ordered By: Morgan Dean 
Department: Sigma Alpha Iota 
Phone: 
Email:  
UBC Sales Rep: 
Contract Date: 1/15/20 
Final Count: 
Final Count Due: March 25, 2020 
Setup Time: 7:45 am 
Title; 
Fax; 
E v e n t  I n f o r m a t i o n  
Event Type: Luncheon Buffet 
Room Setup: Rounds w/Chairs 
Service Type Buffet 
S c h e d u l e  
Est imated I temized Charges 
_______________Food or Meals_______________ ___Qty___ ___@ Price___ ___Extension___ 
Continental Breakfast - 8 - 9:30am 100 5.75 575.00 
2 Fruit Breads 
Fresh Diced Fruit 
Starbucks Coffee 0.00 0.00 
Orange Juice 0.00 0.00 
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Food Service Contract 
Sigma Alpha Iota 
Event Date:   Saturday, March 28, 2020 Cont #:   
ID Number:   
Printed on 1/23/2020 at 10:43:32 AM Page 2 
Estimated I temized Charges 
_______________Food or Meals_______________ ___Qty___ ___@ Price___ ___Extension___ 
Ice Water 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
Disposables 0.00 0.00 
________________________________________ 0.00 0.00 
Deli Buffet - 12noon - 1:15pm 100 12.10 1,210.00 
Assorted Meats & Cheeses 0.00 0.00 
Assorted Breads 0.00 0.00 
Lettuce, Tomato, Red Onion, Pickle Spear 0.00 0.00 
Condiments 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
Peasant Soup with Crackers 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
Garden Salad with Toppers on side 0.00 0.00 
Ranch & Balsamic Dressings 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
Assorted Cookies 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
Iced Tea 0.00 0.00 
Lemonade 0.00 0.00 
Ice Water 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
Disposables 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
Black 90x156 linen for buffet tables 2 0.00 0.00 
Black 85x85 linen for guest tables 15 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
JAR 0.00 0.00 
Subtotal: $1,785.00 
T a x e s  
Tax 1 on $1,785.00 $124.95 
Tax 2 on $1,785.00 $17.85 
Labor Fee $357.00 
Grand Total Due $2,284.80 
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Food Service Contract 
Sigma Alpha Iota 
Event Date:   Saturday, March 28, 2020 Cont #:   
ID Number:   
Printed on 1/23/2020 at 10:43:32 AM Page 3 
S p e c i a l  I n s t r u c t i o n s :  
Bill to: 
Sigma Alpha Iota - Iota Chi 
Attn:  Morgan Dean 
 
 
Subject to current catering prices.  Please confirm above details are accurate with a signed copy returned to the 
University Catering office.  Receipt of this document reflects a scheduled event with University Catering.  Any changes to 
this status must be communicated to University Catering.  Menu changes or cancellations must be made 3 business days 
prior to the scheduled event.  Guest count increases made within 48 hours (2 business days) are subject to an additional 
25%. Billing will reflect the final guaranteed number of guests or the actual number served (whichever is greater); as well 
as, any changes or additions incurred during the scheduled event.  Contracts utilizing a BSU account will be billed 
following the event; all other clients must make arrangements for payment prior to the scheduled event. 
Weddings:  All weddings are expected to be paid in full 3 business days prior to the scheduled event.  Any changes or 
additions incurred during the scheduled event will be billed following.
Client Signature _ ________________ Date _____________________ 
 
























Check-in table opens and breakfast is served | Ballroom
Special thanks to the Muncie Alumnae Chapter for sponsoring breakfast
Opening ceremony and introductions | Ballroom
Dr. Caroline Hand, Keynote Speaker | Ballroom




"Outside the Music Box" presented by Carol Bradshaw and Caroline Heston | Ballroom
"Prism Project" presented by Amy Hourigan | SC303
Instrument Petting Zoo | Ballroom
Special thanks to the Muncie Symphony Orchestra for sponsoring the instrument petting zoo
Performance by the Ball State University chapter of Kappa Kappa Psi | Ballroom
Lunch is served | Ballroom
Phlea Phlam begins and lunch continues | Ballroom
Learn the sign language to the Sigma Alpha Iota Chorale with Catherine Mast | Ballroom
BREAK
Workshop Presentations
"Music of the Holocaust" presented by Dr. Galit Gertsenzon | Ballroom
"Matriarchs of Music: Honoring the Historical Contributions of Women" presented by
Dr. Don Ester | SC303
Roundtables with Beta A & B Province Officers | Collegiate: Ballroom, Alumnae: SC303
Open sing | Ballroom
Closing ceremony | Ballroom
Get soc a ! Use #EmpoweredPD20 to post about the 2020 Beta A & B Prov nce Day on soc a  med a!
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2020 BETA A & B PROVINCE DAY SURVEY
1. On a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being the lowest and 5 being the highest), how would you rate the ease and
understandability of the registration forms and information packet?
1 2 3 4 5
2. Did you feel that there was enough time to return registration information and payment?
Yes No
3. How would you rate the check-in experience upon arriving at the venue?
Very Positive Positive Negative Very Negative
4. How would you rate the price of the registration fee?
Very Reasonable Reasonable Unreasonable Very Unreasonable
5. On a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being the lowest and 5 being the highest), how would you rate the overall quality of
breakfast?
1 2 3 4 5
6. On a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being the lowest and 5 being the highest), how would you rate the overall quality of
lunch?
1 2 3 4 5
7. Did you feel that you had enough to eat at both meals?
Yes No
8. On a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being the lowest and 5 being the highest), how would you rate the overall quality of
the venue?
1 2 3 4 5
9. Did you feel that you had enough break time throughout the day?
Yes No
10. How would you rate the organization of the day?
Extremely Organized                    Organized Unorganized Extremely Unorganized
11. Are there any activities you would have liked to see or have done during the event?
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12. On a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being the lowest and 5 being the highest), how would you rate the overall quality of
each presentation?
Outside the Music Box
Prism Project
The Matriarchs of Music: 
Honoring the Historical 
Contributions of Women
Music of the Holocaust
PRESENTATION TITLE 1 2 3 4 5





Province Day Committee - Meeting 1 
Date: 4/25 
Time: 7:00 p.m. 
In attendance: Sarah, Amber, Paige, Jaelyn, Kaylee 
AGENDA: 
● Introduction
○ What do we need to determine today?










○ Enjoys and is fun event
■ Open, safe discussion
○ Communication
■ With Alumnae Chapter and Province Officers
■ WIth our own chapter
■ With attendees
○ Forming stronger relationship with Muncie Alumnae
Chapter
○ Meet once a month with committee
■ Meetings increase as needed when spring
semester begins
○ Report to Kendra once a month
○ Meet with Craig Webster every other week
○ Meet with Meryl Mantione once a month (maybe with
Sarah?)
● What everyone is interested in helping with
○ Jaelyn - ​anything
○ Kaylee -​ crafts, decorations
○ Paige - ​crafts, decorations
○ Amber - ​anything, organization
○ Sarah - ​overseeing, keeping on task, workshops/outreach
○ Mary - ​overseeing the budget and keeping track of
expenses
○ Madison -






● The Event Itself






■ Shirt design for attendees
■ Other promotional items for attendees?
● Examples: canvas bag, water bottle, magnet, pen, instrument tag,
music folder, something music related?
■ Social media promotion
● Facebook Event
● Weekly Posts on Instagram and Facebook teasing theme,
information, speakers, performers, etc.
■ Website promotion
● New page about 2020 Province Day
● Registration extension
■ Separate Province Day email account





■ Direct mail promotion (to Alumnae, past Iota Chi graduates, Province




● All Beta B Collegiate and Alumnae President emails
○ Exec board emails too, if possible
● All current and past Iota Chi members
○ Event Planning
■ Province Day Committee
● Identify timeline of tasks to be completed (agency style)
● Identify goals
○ See top of this document
■ Determine:
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○ Nametags (color coded nametags - esp. For Iota Chi)
○ Itinerary
○ Signs for registration, events, etc.




○ Breakfast and Lunch
■ Sponsorships? Muncie Alumnae Chapter?
● -Decorations
● -Phlea Phlam
● (-)Securing venue(s) → SC
○ Tables and Chairs
■ Table cloth, napkins, silverware, plates, etc.
■ Centerpieces/decorations
○ Trashcans
● + Registration Fee
○ How much to charge?
■ Developing schedule/plan of events/workshops
● Securing:
○ Workshops
■ 18-19 Distinguished Member?
■ Dr. Hand - Women in Music?
■ Jennifer Johnson (Executive Director of the Muncie
Symphony Orchestra, Iota Chi sister and Muncie
Alumnae Chapter Member) - Instrument Petting
Zoo? Music Business Industry?
■ Meryl Mantione?
■ Kendra McFarland?
■ Morgan Dean - Musician Marketing (if need be)?
○ Speakers




■ Muncie Symphony Orchestra Small Ensemble
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■ BSU Student/Faculty Small Ensemble
■ PMA
■ KKP






■ Reserving rooms (SC)
■ Phlea Phlam
■ Collecting registrations






○ Emergency Contact Info





● Muncie Alumnae Chapter





● Main contact for attendees
● Main contact for venue/food
● Fixing onsite problems/issues
● Serve as liaison between attendees, Iota Chi Chapter, Performers
and Volunteers
■ Surveys distributed after conclusion of event
○ Fundraising for Province Day?
■ Grants
■ Dine to Donates
■ More?
TENTATIVE SCHEDULE 
8 - Reg. and Breakfast (with ensemble playing) 
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9 - Opening Ceremony, Introduction 
9:15 - Ice Breaker 
9:30 - Musicale (a piece with the Muncie Alumnae Chapter) 
10:30 - Workshop Round 1 
Workshop #1 
Workshop #2 
11:30 - Transition to lunch 
11:45 - KKP/PMA 
12 - Lunch is served 
12:45 - Phlea Phlam starts, lunch continues 
1:15 - Interactive Activity 
1:45 - Workshop Round 2 
Workshop #3 
Workshop #4 
2:45 - Roundtables 
3:15 - Sing 
3:30 - Closing 
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Province Day Committee - Meeting 2 
Date: 9/8 
Time: 3:30 p.m. 
In attendance: Paige, Mary, Kaylee, Amber, Jaelyn, Rachel 
AGENDA: 
● What has been determined?
○ Location: Ball State University Student Center Ballroom and Room 303
○ Date: March 28. 2020
○ Schedule (Subject to change):
8 - Reg. and Breakfast (with ensemble playing) 
9 - Opening Ceremony, Introduction (Keynote Speaker?) 
9:15 - Ice Breaker 
9:30 - Musicale (a piece with the Muncie Alumnae Chapter) 
10:30 - Workshop Round 1 
Workshop #1 
Workshop #2 
11:30 - Transition to lunch 
11:45 - KKP/PMA 
12 - Lunch is served 
12:45 - Phlea Phlam starts, lunch continues 
1:15 - Interactive Activity 
1:45 - Workshop Round 2 
Workshop #3 
Workshop #4 
2:45 - Roundtables 
3:15 - Sing 
3:30 - Closing 
○ Overall budget: $520
○ Province Day email address: ​beta.ab.provinceday@gmail.com
● Yet to be determined
○ Theme
■ Empowered women empower women (Women supporting women, girls
supporting girls, women in music, women empowerment)
● Wom​empower
○ Task Distribution (for new committee members)
■ What are you interested in helping with? What would you enjoy doing for
Province Day?
■ What everyone is interested in helping with
○ Jaelyn - ​anything, registration/check-in
○ Kaylee -​ crafts, decorations
○ Paige - ​crafts, decorations, games/icebreakers
○ Amber - ​anything, organization
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○ Sarah - ​overseeing, keeping on task, workshops/outreach
○ Mary - ​overseeing the budget and keeping track of





○ Rachel - ​crafts, anything, registration/check-in
○ The Event Itself
■ Connecting with the Muncie Alumnae Chapter
● When are their chapters? → Sarah
● Do we invite alumnae members to these meetings once we get
closer to the event? → YES
■ Promotional items for attendees - shirt and something else?
● Examples: canvas bag, ​water bottle, stickers,​ magnet, pen,
instrument tag, music folder, something music related?
drawstrings
○ Ball jar cup?
■ Direct mail promotion (to Alumnae, Province Officers, Distinguished
Members, speakers/workshop speakers, etc?)
● Paper invitations? → ​POSTCARDS
● Past Iota Chi graduates
■ Data Collection
● All Beta B Collegiate and Alumnae President emails
○ Exec board emails too, if possible
● All current and past Iota Chi members
■ Create detailed budget breakdown
● - Printing
○ Save the Date Postcards
○ Nametags (stickers on nametags for Iota Chi)
○ Itinerary
○ Signs for registration, events, etc.
■ Sign outside check-in
● - “Promotional” Items
○ Shirts
○ Additional Item(s) - stickers and/or water bottles
● - Meals
○ Breakfast and Lunch
■ Sponsorships? Muncie Alumnae Chapter?
■ Lunch: Buffet - mexican buffet? Pasta?
sandwiches?
● -Decorations




○ Canvases, SAI wooden letters, magnets, stickers
○ Buy extra water bottles/stickers to sell?
○ DIY Mugs
○ Cookbooks
● (-)Securing venue(s) → SC
○ Tables and Chairs
■ Table cloth, napkins, silverware, plates, etc.
■ Centerpieces/decorations
○ Trashcans
● + Registration Fee
○ How much to charge?
■ $25 - regular reg.
■ $30 - shirt and reg.
■ $35 - shirt, water bottle, stickers and reg.
○ How much do we charge Iota Chi members? Distinguished
Members? Speakers who are members or Distinguished
Members?
■ $15 - for reg. and shirt
■ $20 - shirt, water bottle, stickers and reg.
■ Required for Iota Chi members to attend
● + Phlea Phlam





○ Jennifer Johnson (Executive Director of the Muncie
Symphony Orchestra, Iota Chi sister and Muncie Alumnae
Chapter Member) - Instrument Petting Zoo? Music
Business Industry? Cam Stasa, Jennifer Vierling?
○ Dr. Hand




■ Interactive activity, drum circle?
○ Dr. Truitt?
○ Dr. Hourigan? Mrs. Hourigan? (Prism Project)
○ Julie Duty - United Sound
■ Interactive idea?
■ Combine with another speaker?
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○ Dr. Mantione
○ Kendra or Kati for SAI Education workshop
● Performers (pieces all by women composers?)
○ Muncie Symphony Orchestra Small Ensemble
○ BSU Student/Faculty Small Ensemble
■ Women’s Chorus
○ PMA
■ Serenade at lunch, other song(s)?
○ KKP
■ Community service hours?
● Dr. Hand is faculty advisor
○ Muncie Alumnae Chapter and Iota Chi - Tell Me Why as
musicale
○ Iota Chi - sing a song as musicale
■ Food
● University Catering






● Dine to Donates
○ Schedule
■ Berrywinkle, Chili’s, Culvers, Panera, B-Dubs,
Fazolis, Barking Cow, Queer Choclatier (woman
run!!!), Papa Murphy’s (25% of sales), Erskine
Green/Three Wise Men, Pita Pit, Insomnia Cookies,
Chava’s, Sunshine Cafe, Hot Box Pizza
● Other fundraisers
○ Chili’s, Concannon’s pretzels and popcorn, etc.
● Call and ask about Whistle Shop selling
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Province Day Committee - Meeting 3 
Date: 10/20 
Time: 3:00 p.m. 
In attendance: ​Kaylee, Katie, Paige, Madison, Rachel 
AGENDA: 
● Schedule (Subject to change):
8 - Reg. and Breakfast (with ensemble playing) 
9 - Opening Ceremony, Introduction (Keynote Speaker?) 
9:15 - Ice Breaker 
9:30 - Musicale (a piece with the Muncie Alumnae Chapter) 
10:30 - Workshop Round 1 
Workshop #1 
Workshop #2 
11:30 - Transition to lunch 
11:45 - KKP/PMA 
12 - Lunch is served 
12:25 - KKP/PMA 
12:45 - Phlea Phlam starts, lunch continues 
1:15 - Interactive Activity 
1:45 - Workshop Round 2 
Workshop #3 
Workshop #4 
2:45 - Roundtables 
3:15 - Sing (with Music Book) 
3:30 - Closing 
● Theme
○ Show preliminary “logo” and t-shirt example/ideas
○ Empowered women empower women (Women supporting women, girls
supporting girls, women in music, women empowerment)
■ Wom​empower
● Task Distribution (for new committee members)
■ What are you interested in helping with? What would you enjoy doing for
Province Day?
■ What everyone is interested in helping with
○ Jaelyn - ​anything, registration/check-in
○ Kaylee -​ crafts, decorations
○ Paige - ​crafts, decorations, games/icebreakers,
registration/check-in
○ Amber - ​anything, organization
○ Sarah - ​overseeing, keeping on task, workshops/outreach
○ Mary - ​overseeing the budget and keeping track of
expenses, Phlea Phlam table
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○ Madison - ​registration/check-in
○ Shelby - anything
○ Katie - ​anything, crafts, registration/check-in
○ Miranda -
○ Rachel - ​crafts, anything, registration/check-in
● What needs to be decided today:
○ Muncie Alumnae Chapter
■ Musicale
● Sing a song (or more?) with IX → what song?
● Individual and ensemble performers (at least how many?)
○ The Lord Bless
○ One more? → chapter
■ “When We Parted”
○ At least two
● SAI Garden as IX Chapter
■ Paying/sponsoring breakfast
■ Helping with anything else? (preparation or during event?)
● One member at check-in table
○ IX Musicale
■ Pass around sign-up in chapter
○ Speakers
■ Keynote
● Dr. Tim is not available :( →
● Dr. Hand
○ Topic of keynote
■ Her story
■ Perseverance
■ Workshops and topics
● Julie Duty
○ Her story
○ Experience in the music industry, starting United Sound
● Who can/will do an interactive activity? Dr. Gerrity? Dr. Ester?
○ Ask for their own ideas
○ Drum circle?
● Dr. Hourigan and Mrs. Hourigan? (Prism Project)
○ Their story, starting Prism Project
● Jennifer Johnson
○ Executive Director of MSO, story
● Dr. Glann
○ HS women choral
● Dr. Hand?
● Ask chapter
■ Kelci Kosin and/or Elizabeth Crawford → Women in Music
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○ Who are we sending save the date postcards to?
■ All chapter presidents?
■ All recent past IX alum we can find?
● How do we get these?
■ Muncie Alumnae members
■ IX Distinguished Members
○ Outside help
■ KKP
● Perform how many pieces? 1? 2?
○ Chapter song
■ PMA
● Perform how many pieces? 1? 2?
○ Reach out to Music Director: Zach Houser
■ MSO MoM Ensemble
● Perform how many pieces? 1? 2?
● Free breakfast with performance






○ Collecting money for Sophie Fund at table
■ Ball jars (or other centerpiece) in middle of tables with info about Sophie
and the fund for people to put money in
○ Fundraising
■ Schedule Dine to Donates




○ Social media plan
○ Survey
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Province Day Committee - Meeting 4 
Date: 1/12/20 
Time: 5:00 p.m. 
In attendance: ​Valentina, Amber, Paige, Madison, Jaelyn, Rachel, Shelby, Kaylee, Sarah 
AGENDA: 
● Specific event-related assignments
○ Jaelyn - opening and closing ritual ceremonies
○ Rachel - guiding and monitoring MITs, guests and University Catering workers in
and out of the Ballroom during ritual ceremonies
○ Madison - sitting with MITs in the Ballroom Lobby during Roundtables (since a lot
of the discussion during this time can be ritual related) doing a National Exam
review
○ Paige - leading the ice breaker activity
○ Sarah and Valentina - helping at check-in table
○ Jaelyn - leading people to SC303 for presentations and Alumnae Roundtables
○ Kaylee, Paige and Rachel - running our Phlea Phlam table
○ Anyone else have something they want to help with?
● Event name change
○ “Empowered: 2020 Beta A & B Province Day”
● Presenters - interactive activities for everyone (adding another interactive idea between
presentations?)
○ Jennifer Johnson and Carol Bradshaw, Muncie Symphony Orchestra (meeting
with them Monday afternoon to confirm topic)
■ Topic: Community Engagement and the Operations of Running a
Professional Symphony
● Will include instrument petting zoo at end!
○ Dr. Don Ester
■ Topic: Women in Music → more specific? Interactive activity?
● Women’s contributions to music?
● Timeline of women’s involvement?
○ Amy Hourigan, Prism Project
■ Topic: All About Prism Project
○ Kelci Kosin - recently informed that she is unable to present → Dr. Galit
Gertsenzon? Cara Anderson? Sally Kelley (GA)? Someone else?
■ Philanthropies/Scholarships
● Guests
○ Muncie Symphony Orchestra Music on the Move Woodwind Quintet is confirmed
to perform from 8 a.m. - 9 a.m.
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○ Only Kappa Kappa Psi will be performing before lunch (never got a response
from PMA)
○ Catherine Mast is confirmed to teach us the first verse of the Sigma Alpha Iota
Chorale in Sign Language
● Icebreaker
○ Write down three things that empower us, pair up and share why





○ IX and MAC
■ The Lord Bless
■ When We Parted?
● Call Time for IX
○ 7:00 a.m.
■ What needs to be done? Check-in table setup, Phlea Phlam table set-up,




■ Comfort Colors - 50: $10.50/each; 100: $8.90/each
■ Gildan - 50: $6.50/each; 100: 5.35/each
○ Canvas Bags
■ Order online - same design as shirt
○ Nametags




■ Spotlight on presenters, performers, keynote speaker, etc.
■ Empowered campaign
■ General countdowns/announcements
● Registration Info and Forms to be sent out THIS WEEK!






■ Roundtable discussion ideas
■ Musicale Sign Up
■ Phlea Phlam Sign Up
■ Directions and Maps
● Decorations
○ Tablecloths - come with Ballroom
○ Ball jar centerpieces
■ Dipping the bottom
■ Ribbons around the lip
■ Popsicle sticks with Sophie Fund information
■ Fake red and white roses
○ Empowered sign?
■ I’m empowered  by _____ paper signs
○ Photo booth?
■ Little SAI letters
● Dine to Donates
○ Papa Murphy’s: $51.45
○ IHOP:​ $464.40
○ Fazoli’s: $20.25
○ Schedule one more with Cousin Vinny’s for February? IHOP again? Culver’s?
CFA?
○ Fundraising ideas other than dine to donates?
■ Soap fundraisers
● Miscellaneous:
○ Who has an HDMI cord for a laptop? Or has a laptop that is HDMI compatible?
(For presentations)
○ Paige - Can the next IX social activity be a crafting night? Would love to see one
crafting night in January, February and March
○ Kaylee and Jaelyn and Rachel (and anyone else interested in being in charge of
Phlea Phlam crafts) - Can I get a list of all of the crafts you are wanting to make
for Phlea Phlam? Just want to make sure we keep to a budget and schedule.
○ Take a group photo at the end of the day
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○ Put in breaks
○ Anyone willing to offer their home up for housing if need be? Not planning on this
being printed on the Registration Info, but this is just in case of an emergency
○ Checking in with Student Center this week to confirm tables, pianos, projector
screens, microphones, etc.
○ Anything I missed? Anything that needs to be added to the schedule or thought
about?




■ Paige (Another LIfe)
■ Little girl with earrings
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Province Day Committee - Meeting 5 
Date: 2/23/20 
Time: 5:00 p.m. 
In attendance: ​Sarah, Katie, Paige, Rachel, Amber, Madison, Kaylee, Mykaala 
AGENDA: 
● Specific event-related assignments
○ Jaelyn - opening and closing ritual ceremonies
○ Rachel - guiding and monitoring MITs, guests and University Catering workers in
and out of the Ballroom during ritual ceremonies
○ Katie - sitting with MITs in the Ballroom Lobby during Roundtables (since a lot of
the discussion during this time can be ritual related) doing a National Exam
review
○ Paige - leading the ice breaker activity
○ Sarah and Jan - helping at check-in table
○ Jaelyn - leading people to SC303 for presentations and Alumnae Roundtables
○ Kaylee, Paige and Rachel - running our Phlea Phlam table
○ Anyone else have something they want to help with?







○ Carol Bradshaw and Caroline Heston, Topic: “Outside the Music Box”
■ Will include an instrument petting zoo sponsored by the Muncie
Symphony Orchestra at the end
○ Amy Hourigan, Topic: All About Prism Project
○ Dr. Don Ester, Topic: “Matriarchs of Music: Honoring the Musical Contributions of
Women in Music”
■ Will include interactive activity
○ Dr. Galit Gertsenzon, Topic: “Music of the Holocaust”
■ She will play pieces written/performed during the Holocaust and in
concentration camps on the piano and will have an interactive activity to
go along with it
● Guests
○ Music on the Move Woodwind Quintet sponsored by the Muncie Symphony
Orchestra









○ Muncie arts info → reaching out to arts organizations in Muncie to get
handouts/flyers/promotional materials to have at the tables
■ BSU School of Music
■ Emens Auditorium
■ Muncie Symphony Orchestra
■ Muncie Arts and Culture Council








■ Sophie Fund info
● Popsicle sticks needed
● Crafts → How close are we?
○ Pricing breakdown for everything we have purchased?
● Icebreaker
○ Trainwreck game
○ Write down three things that empower us, pair up and share why → Big poster
board for people to stick their responses




○ IX and MAC










■ They are setting up/providing: 





● Stands for performances 
● Long tables for check-in table and Phlea Phlam 
● Stands for directional posters 
● 1 piano 
■ Is there anything else we need? 
○ Who would be willing to help me print paper items a couple days before the 
event? (BW and color) 
■ Sarah, Madison, Mykaala, Rachel 
○ Who wants to be designated as a proofreader? 
■ Sarah, Mykaala 
○ Hashtag for the event day? 
■ #Empower #SistersEmpoweringSisters #PD20Empowered  
○ Are we all good to meet the Thursday or Friday before PD for last minute 
preparations? 
○ We need to figure out the PayPal card reader and how we will accept payment at 
the check-in table and Phlea Phlam → Rachel? :) 
○ Should we rent a video camera to film certain parts of the event? (keynote 
speech, musicales, etc.) 
■ Could use to put on social media after? 
■ Who would want to be in charge of that? 
○ Anything I missed? Anything that needs to be talked about? 
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